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The Phoenician’s around 1600 BCE formalized a system of 22 symbols that represented 
sounds rather than objects or ideas. The symbols could be put together in different 
combinations to construct thousands of words. This simplified system was good for 
traders and merchants who kept information of business transactions. This alphabet 
required far fewer letter forms and these letter forms could be written more rapidly, 
were easier to learn and were based on phonetics. Their alphabet contained no vowels.







The Greeks adopted the Phoenician alphabet around 800 BCE and adapted some of the letter 
forms and added five vowels. Only Capital letters were adopted officially. Greeks read left to 
right and back right to left with no punctuation.
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In Europe - in Italy, the humanist hand developed based off the classic 
Greek and Roman letter forms while the Northern countries like 
Germany, and the netherlands developed their own style of lettering 
called Gothic or Black letter.















Chinese invented
wooden moveable 
type around 594 CE. 
The adapted Roman 
alphabet with only 26 
characters was well 
suited for mass 
mechanization.











From Counterpunch, 2nd edition: Making Type in the Sixteenth Century Designing Typefaces Now by Fred Smeijers









































• Calligraphic
• Heavily bracketed serifs
• Delicate contrast of thick and thin strokes
• Cap height lower than ascender height
• Comparatively lower x-height
• Arched "foot" on underside of serif
• Teardrop terminals on lowercase a, c, & r
• Oblique stress

• Sample Old Style Fonts:
Garamond, Bembo, Caslon, Janson

















• Calligraphic
• Heavily bracketed, but more precise serifs
• More contrast between thick and thin
• Cap height equal to ascender height
• Comparatively lower x-height
• Vertical stress
• Wider, fuller counter forms; extended

• Sample Transitional Font:
Baskerville













• Mechanical
• No bracketing of serifs
• Extreme contrast of thick and thin
• Cap height equal to ascender height
• Comparatively lower x-height
• Very fine and minimal serifs
• Clean and crisp; geometric

• Sample Modern Fonts:
Bodoni, Didot





Didot 1784
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz







Here are the main groups of Slab Serifs:

Egyptian or Antique – This group mainly refers to the earliest styles of slabs, which were mostly monoline 
(featuring strokes that are monolinear or having little or no contrast at all between the vertical and horizontal 
strokes). They also bore a resemblance to 19th-century serifs like ball terminals.

French Clarendon or Italienne – This group is noteworthy for the heaviness and thickness of their serifs (much 
heavier than the characters’ stems). As a result, French Clarendon slabs exhibit an epic and attention-grabbing 
effect. Unsurprisingly, they’ve traditionally been used in posters and other sensationalistic print announcements. 
Look for this group to feature prominently in the typography of Western movies as well. Most widely used in the 
19th and early 20th centuries, it still remains in use today.

Clarendon – Clarendon is unique among the other subgroups because its fonts feature a degree of bracketing and 
size contrast within the actual serifs. Since the serifs in Clarendon frequently have curves, they accordingly 
change in size by becoming wider as they begin to approach the main stroke of the characters. Many Clarendon 
fonts also bear a similarity to the serif font designs of the 19th century; that is to say they feature a significant 
difference in the stroke width between the vertical and horizontal strokes.

Geometric Design – Here, there bracketing is gone, and the fonts in this group have evenly weighted serifs and 
stems. This consistency and balance make the fonts here a smart choice for cases where readability and legibility 
are a must—such as for smaller screens on devices. Some earlier well-known examples are Memphis, Tower, City, 
Rosmini, and Beton whereas later examples include Archer and Neutraface Slab.

Typewriter – Quite straightforward, this category features font families that are used in strike-on typewriting. A 
characteristic here is that every character takes up the exact, same quantity of horizontal space. You no doubt 
have seen Courier; another example is Prestige Elite.





• Architectural
• Thick slab serifs at 90o angle
• No contrast between thick and thin
• Cap height equal to ascender height
• Comparatively higher x-height
• Very readable at small type sizes
• Sturdy and pragmatic; down to earth

• Sample Slab Serif Fonts:
Clarendon, Century Expanded, Egyptian









• Mechanical
• No serifs
• Slight variations in stroke weight
• Cap height equal to ascender height
• Comparatively higher x-height
• Vertical stress
• Often squared off terminals

• Sample San Serif Fonts:
Franklin Gothic, Akzidenz Grotesk,
Futura, Helvetica, Gill Sans

















4000 BC to the beginning of the Industrial Revolution

Early Typography Lecture
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